Connect Your Online Accounts
Connect your accounts to easily access your online calendar, documents, photos and more.

- Ubuntu Single Sign-On
- Google
- Nextcloud
- Microsoft

Accounts can be added and removed at any time from the Settings application.

Livepatch
Canonical Livepatch helps keep your computer secure, by applying some updates that would normally require restarting.

Would you like to set up Livepatch now?
Set Up Livepatch... Legal notice

Skip
Privacy

Location Services
Allows applications to determine your geographical location. An indication is shown when location services are in use.
Uses Mozilla Location Service: Privacy Policy

Help improve Ubuntu

Ubuntu can report information that helps developers improve it. This includes things like the computer model, what software is installed, and the approximate location you chose (America/New_York).

Show the First Report  Legal notice

Would you like to send this information?
- Yes, send system info to Canonical
- No, don't send system info

Turn off

Select No
You're ready to go!

You can use "Software" to install apps like these:

- code
- zoom-client
- spotify
- Slack
- pycharm-community
- Android Studio
- Krita
- plexmediaserver
- VLC
- OBS Studio

You are done